1). DETAIL SHOWN WITH CURB. IF CURB IS NOT USED, GUARDRAIL WITHIN OMITTED POST LIMIT OF PAYMENT SHALL NOT BE NESTED.

2). GUARDRAIL POSTS WITHIN THE LIMITS OF A GUARDRAIL END TERMINAL SHALL NOT BE OMITTED. THE FIRST POST ELIGIBLE FOR OMISSION IS AS SHOWN TO THE RIGHT.

3). GUARDRAIL POSTS SHALL NOT BE OMITTED WITHIN A TRANSITION SECTION. THE FIRST POST ELIGIBLE SHOWN TO THE RIGHT.

4). AN OMITTED GUARDRAIL POST SHALL BE NO LESS THAN 43.75 FT UPSTREAM OF END ANCHORAGE.

5). MASH COMPLIANT SYSTEM - DESIGN BASED ON MWRSF REPORT TRP-03-326-16 AND TRP-03-393-19.
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OMITTED POST WITH A TYPE 1-31 GUARDRAIL END TERMINAL

OMITTED POST WITH A TYPE 2-31 GUARDRAIL END TERMINAL

OMITTED POST WITH AN END ANCHORAGE